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Abstract 

 
A module M is said to have the closed intersection property (briefly CIP) if, the intersection of 

any two closed submodules of M is again closed [6]. In this paper we present the dual of the 

CIP, namely, M has the closed sum property (briefly CSP) for which the sum of any two closed 

submodules, so the submodule generated by their union, is a closed submodule, too. We 

investigate the concept of CSP. Basic properties and some relations of these modules are 

given. 
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0. Introduction 

    
     Throughout this paper R is a commutative ring with identity and every R-module is            

a unitary. Let M be an R-module and N be a submodule of M. N is called essential in M 

(briefly )MN
e

  if, for any 0,  XNMX  implies X=0. N is called a closed submodule 

of M (briefly )MN c if, N has no proper essential extensions inside M; that is the only 

solution of the relation MKN
e

  is .NK   In this case the submodule K is called closure 

of N [8]. A module M is said to be extending(or C1-module) if, for every submodule N of M 

there exists a direct summand K of M such that KN
e

 .Equivalently, every closed submodule 

of M is a direct summand [11].An R-module M is said to have the summand intersection 

property (briefly SIP) if, the intersection of two summands is again a summand [5]. Dually, an 

R-module M is said to have the summand sum property (briefly SSP) if, the sum of two 

summands is again a summand [2]. This paper is structured  in two sections: in the first section  
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we introduce some general properties of modules with CSP. We prove that for an R-module 

M, if M has the CSP then M has the SSP. Also, we show that, if M has the CSP then for all R-

homomorphism TSf :  where MTS ,  and MTS c  then Imf  is closed in M, while in 

the second section we investigate some relationships between the concept of modules with 

CSP and other modules such as, modules with CIP and SIP.    
 

 

1. Some basic properties of modules with the closed sum property. 
 

     In this section we introduce the concept of modules with CSP as a dual of modules with 

CIP. We investigate the basic properties of this type of modules. Before, we presented the 

following example. 

Example 1.1.Let 
28

ZZM  , ZR  , and let ZA )1,2(


 , 
2

)0( ZB   be two submodules 

of M. Notice that A is closed not direct summand of M. Then 
2

)0()1,2( ZZBA 


= 

MZZZ
e




282
)2( . Hence BA  is not closed submodule of M as Z-module. 

 

     This leads us to introduce the following. 

 

Definition 1.2. An R-module M is said to have the closed sum property (briefly CSP) if, the 

sum of any two closed submodules of M is again closed.  

 

Proposition 1.3. Let M be an R-module. Then M has the CSP if and only if every closed 

submodule of M has the CSP. 

 

Proof. Assume that M has the CSP as R-module and MN c . Let BA, be two closed 

submodules of N, so BA,  are closed in M and hence BA  is closed in M. But 

MNBA  implies BA  is closed in N. Thus N has the CSP. Conversely, follows by 

taking .MN   □ 

 

Corollary 1.4. Let M be an R-module. Then M has the CSP if and only if every direct 

summand of M has the CSP. 

 

     An injective R-module )(ME  is called injective hull of a module M if there exists              

a monomorphism )(: MEM   such that )(Im ME
e

 [4] . 

 

     In the following proposition we put certain condition under which )(ME  has CSP, where 

M is a module with CSP. Before, we consider the following condition for an R-module M. 

 

If MYMY 
21

 , where 
21

,YY  are submodules of )(ME  implies 
21

YY  …. (*) 
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Proposition 1.5. Let M be an R-module and let )(ME be a distributive R-module. If )(ME  

has the CSP then M is, too. The converse is hold, whenever )(ME  satisfies (*). 

 

Proof. Assume that BA,  are closed submodules of M, so by [4] MXA 
1

and  

MXB 
2

 for    some direct summands 
21

, XX  of )(ME . Since )(ME  is a distributive  

R-module, then  MXXMXMXBA  )()()(
2121

. But )(ME  has CSP , so 

we have  )(21 MEXX c and since )(ME  is injective, )(
21

MEXX  . Again by [4], 

we get BA  is closed in M. Conversely, let 
21

,YY  be two closed submodules of )(ME , then 

)(,
21

MEYY  , thus MY 
1

and MY 
2

are closed in M. Since M has CSP and )(ME is      

a distributive, )()()(
2121

MYMYMYY   is closed in M, so there exists a direct 

summand Y of )(ME such that MYYMY  )(
21

 and hence )(
21

YYY  , by (*). Thus     

)()(
21

MEYY   and so )()( 21 MEYY c .   □  

      

Definition 1.6. We say that a module M has C'
3 whenever L1 and L2 are closed submodules of 

M with 0
21
 LL , then the submodule 

21
LL   is also a closed submodule of M. Clearly, M 

has the CSP implies M has C'
3 .  

 

     The following lemma was appeared in [1, Th.1.4.1.], we give the details of the proof. 

 

Lemma 1.7. Let M be an R-module. Then M is a quasi-continuous module if and only if M 

has the C'
3. 

 

Proof. Let A and B are closed submodules of M with 0BA . Since M is an extending 

module, then A , B are direct summands of M and hence MBA  , since M has C3. Thus 

MBA C . Therefore M has the C'
3 . Conversely, let ML c . Let K be a complement of L, 

thus K. But 0KL , so MKL c , by C'
3. On the other hand, MKL

e
 and hence 

MKL  . Thus ML   and so M satisfies C1. Let L1 and L2 are direct summands  of M 

with 0
21
 LL  then L1 and L2 are closed in M, but M has the C'

3 then MLL C
21

 and 

hence MLL 
21

, thus M has the C3 .   □ 

 

Proposition 1.8. If R-module M has the CSP then M has the SSP.  

 

Proof. Let A , B be two direct summands of M, then A , B are closed in M. But M  has the 

CSP, so MBA c . On the other hand, M has the C'
3 , so by previous lemma M is quasi-

continuous, thus M is an extending R-module, MBA   and hence M has the SSP.   □   

 

Corollary 1.9. Let M be an R-module has the CSP. For any decomposition 21 KKM   and 

every homomorphism 21: KK  , Im  is closed in M. 
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Proof. By previous proposition M has SSP. But 
21

KKM   and 21: KK  is 

homomorphism, so by [7]  MIm . Thus Im  is closed in M.   □    

 

Proposition 1.10. Let M be an R-module. If M has the CSP then for all TSf :  where S , T 

are submodules of M and MTS c implies fIm  is closed in M.  

 

Proof. Let TSM ' . Since M has the CSP and MM c' , so by prop. 1.3 'M  has the CSP. 

Now, TSf : is homomorphism and TSM '  has the CSP, then by  cor.1.9  'Im Mf c  

and hence Mf cIm .   □  

 

Proposition 1.11. Let M be an extending module. If M has the SSP then M has the CSP.  
 

Proof. Suppose A and B are closed submodules of M. Since M is extending then A and B are 

direct summands of M, but M has the SSP, so MBA  and hence MBA c .   □  
Corollary 1.12. Let M be an injective ( Or quasi-injective) R-module.Then M has the SSP if 

and only if  M has the CSP. 
 

     Alkan and Harmanci in [9] consider the following condition for a module M. 

If MMMM   21 , with MMM e 21  then MMM  21 … (⁑) 

                  
     Now we present the following condition.  

If MMMM cc  21 , with MMM e 21  then MMM  21 … (⁑)c 

  

     The following gives a characterization for a module M with CSP.  

 

Proposition 1.13. Let M be an R-module. Then M has the CSP if and only if every closed 

submodule of M satisfies (⁑)c .  
 

Proof. Let MN c . Assume that A and B are closed submodules of N with NBA e , then     

A and B are closed in M  and hence MBA c . But NBA   implies NBA c . Since 

NBA e , so NBA  . Thus N satisfies (⁑)c. Conversely, let L1 and L2 are closed 

submodules of M. Suppose MKLL c

e  21 , so we have L1 and L2 are closed in K, thus by 

hypothesis KLL  21 , so 21 LL   is closed in M and hence M  has the CSP.   □     

 

Corollary 1.14. If M is an R-module has the CSP then M satisfies (⁑)c .   
 

Proof. Since M is closed, then the result it follows by above proposition.   □  

 

Corollary 1.15. Let M be an extending module. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
 

(1) M has the SSP.            
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     (2) M has the CSP. 

     (3) M satisfies (⁑). 

     (4) M satisfies (⁑)c .  
 

Proof. (1) is equivalent to (2), by prop 1.8  and  prop 1.11. (1) is equivalent to (3), by [9 , 

prop 14]. Obviously, (3) and (4) are coincides.   □  

 

Proposition 1.16. Let M be an R-module and let  N be a closed submodule of M. If M has the 

CSP then NM  has the CSP.  

 

Proof. Suppose A and B are closed submodules of NM , then NLBNLA 21 ,           

for some 21 , LL  closed submodules in M. But M has the CSP, MLL c 21  and hence 

.2121 NMNLLNLNLBA c  Thus NM  has the CSP.   □   

 

     The converse of prop. 1.16 need not be true in general; as example: consider 28 ZZM   

as Z-module and )0(8  ZN  is closed in 28 ZZM  . Then  )0(828 ZZZNM   

2Z  which satisfies CSP. But it is well-known that 28 ZZ   does not be have the CSP as Z-

module ( see Ex 1.1).    

Remark 1.17. Let M be an R-module. For any closed submodule K of M, if KM has the CSP 

then M has the CSP.  

 

Proof. By taking ).0(K    □   

 

Remark 1.18. Clearly, the Z-modules 24 ,ZZ  are modules with the CSP, but 24 ZZ   does 

not be have the CSP as Z-module, to see this: Define 42: ZZ   by 


 xx 2)( , for all 

2Zx


, it is not hard to prove that   is well-defined and homomorphism, then 

4)2(Im Ze


  and hence Im  is not closed in 4Z as Z-module. By applying cor. 1.9 

24 ZZ   as Z-module does not be have the CSP. This example shows the direct sum of two 

modules with the CSP need not be have the CSP.   

 

     The next proposition giving condition under which the direct sum of modules with the CSP 

has the CSP, too.  

 

Proposition 1.19. Let M1 and M2 be two R-modules having the CSP such that 

RMannMann RR  21  then 21 MM   has the CSP. 

 

Proof. Let A and B be two closed submodules of 21 MM  . Since RMannMann RR  21 , 

then by the same way of the proof of [10, prop 4.2.] 21 AAA   and 21 BBB   where 

11 , BA  are submodules of M1, 22 , BA  are submodules of M2. By some properties of closed  
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submodules, we get 11 , BA  are closed in M1 and 22 , BA  are closed in M2. Since both of         

M1 and M2 is module with the CSP, so we have ,111 MBA c 222 MBA c .Thus  

)()()()( 22112121 BABABBAABA  is closed in 21 MM  , by [8] .   □     

 

Proposition 1.20. Let M be an R-module, MannRR R . Then M has the CSP as R-module if 

and only if M has the CSP as R module .  

 

Proof. Obviously.   □  

    

Lemma 1.21. Let M be an R-module and let S be a multiplicative closed subset of R. If 

MN  , then N is closed in M as R-module if and only if NS 1  is closed in MS 1 as 

 RS 1 module, provided BSAS 11    iff  BA  .  

 

Proof. Let N be a closed submodule of M as R-module and assume MSKSNS e

111   . 

Suppose that N is not essential in K of M, so there exists KU  )0( such that 0UN , 

then )0()( 1111   SUNSUSNS  where KSUS 11   , thus )0(11   SUS  and so 

0U  which is a contradiction. Thus N is essential in K of M and hence KN  , also 

KSNS 11   . Therefore NS 1  is closed in MS 1 as  RS 1 module . Conversely, suppose 

MSNS c 11   . Let MLN e  , we claim that MSLSNS e

111   . For any LSW 1 , 

BSW 1  for some MLB  . If )0()( 11111   SBNSBSNSWNS , then 

by assumption 0BN , so 0B  and hence )0(1 SW  implies LSNS 11   , thus 

LN  . This proving that N is closed in M as R-module.   □ 

 

     We investigate the behavior of module with the CSP under localization. 

 

Proposition 1.22. Let M be an R-module and let S be a multiplicative closed subset of R. 

Then M has the CSP as R-module if and only if MS 1 has the CSP as  RS 1 module, 

provided BSAS 11    iff  BA  . 

 

Proof. It follows directly by above lemma.   □  

       

     We end this section by the following corollary.  

 

Corollary 1.23. Let M be an R-module. Then M has the CSP as R-module if and only if PM  

has the CSP as PR - module, for every maximal ideal P of R.  

 

2. Modules with the CSP and CIP, and related concepts. 

 
     A module M is said to have strongly summand intersection property (briefly SSIP) if the 

intersection of any number of summands of M is again a direct summand of M. A module M  
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is said to have strongly summand sum property (briefly SSSP) if the sum of any number of 

summands of M is again a direct summand of M. (D3) If L1 and L2 are summands of M with 

,21 MLL  then .21 MLL   We introduce the following condition (D'
3) If  K1 and K2 

are closed submodules of M with ,21 MKK  then .21 MKK c  In this section we show 

that a module M has the CIP whenever M has the CSP and the D'
3. Also, we prove that the 

concepts of quasi-continuous and the CSP are coincides whenever a module has the CIP. 

Moreover, many properties related with CSP and other modules are given in this section.  

 

     We begin with the following remark. 

 

Remark 2.1. Every semisimple (Or simple) R-module has the CSP. Conversely, need not be 

true in general, as example; the Z-module Z has the CSP but it is not semisimple nor simple. 

 

Lemma 2.2. Let M be a module has the CSP. If M has D'
3 and ML  , then L has D'

3.              
 

Proof. Let LL c1  , LL c2  such that LLL  21 . Since ML  ,so ML c  implies L1 

and L2 are closed submodules of M. But MKL   for some MK  ,then 

MKLLKLL  )()( 2121 . Since M has CSP then MKL c2 and so by D'3 on M , 

MKLLLL c )( 2121 , but LLL  21  thus LLL c 21 .   □    

 

Corollary 2.3. Let M be a module has the CSP. Then M has D'
3 if and only if every direct 

summand of M has the D'
3.  

 

Proposition 2.4. Suppose that every closed submodule of a module M has D'
3. If M has the 

CSP then M has the CIP. 

 

Proof. Assume that A and B are two closed submodules of M. Since BAPBA ,  then 

both it are closed in P. By D'
3 on P, PBA c  but MP c implies MBA c .   □  

 

Proposition 2.5. Let M be an R-module has D3. If M has the CSP then M has the CIP.  

 

Proof. By prop. 1.8 M  has the SSP, but M has D3, so by [9, lemma 19] M has the SIP. On the 

other hand, the CSP implies C1, thus by [2] M has the CIP.   □   

 

Proposition 2.6. Let M be an R-module has the CSP. Then the following statements are 

equivalent. 

 

(1) M has the SSIP. 

(2) M has the SIP. 

(3) M has the CIP. 

(4) E(M) has the SSIP. 

(5) E(M) has the SIP. 

(6) E(M) has the CIP. 
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Proof. )5()4()2()1(  , since M has the CSP then M has C'
3 and hence by lemma 1.7 

M is quasi-continuous, so by [9, prop 18] we get the result. )3()2(  , since M has the CSP, 

so M has C1 and hence the SIP and the CIP are coincides, by [6, prop 2.1]. )6()5(  , since 

E(M) is injective, then the result is obtain by [6, cor. 2.4].   □  

 

Proposition 2.7. Let M be an R-module has the CIP. Then M is a quasi-continuous module if 

and only if M has the CSP.  

 

Proof. Since M  is quasi-continuous then M has C1, but M has the CIP, so by [6, prop 2.1] M 

has the SIP. On the other hand, M has C3, thus by [9, lemma 19] M has the SSP and hence by 

extendingly, M has the CSP. Conversely, since M has CSP then M has C'
3, this means M is 

quasi-continuous.   □   

 

Proposition 2.8. Let M be an R-module. If the intersection of any two closed submodules of 

M is injective, then M has the CSP and hence the SSP.  

 

Proof. In first, to prove that M has the CSP. Let A and B be two closed submodules of M,      

so by assumption BA is injective and hence BA  is summand of M, so KBAM  )(  

for some MK  . By modular law, )()(])[( AKBAAKBAA  . Similarly, 

)()( BKBAB  , since both of A , B and K is closed in M then AK   and BK  are 

injective in M, so )()()( BKAKBABA  is injective, thus MBA  and 

hence BA  is closed submodule of M. Thus M has the CSP, also the SSP.   □   

                 

     Now, we introduce the following new definition.  

  

Definition 2.9. An R-module M is called a closed simple R-module if the trivial submodules 

are only closed in M.  

     Clearly, every closed simple module has the CSP and hence every uniform module has also 

the CSP, but the converse is not always true , such example; 6Z  as Z-module has the CSP but 

not closed simple. 

 

Proposition 2.10. Let 21 MMM  with M1 is a simple R-module and M2 is closed simple (not 

simple) R-module. If 0),( 21 MMHomR  then M does not be have the CSP.  

 

Proof. Let ),( 21 MMHomR , 0 . Suppose M has the CSP, we claim that 2Im M . If 

we assume 2Im M , then ( 0 ) is an epimorphism, but M1 is simple implies 0Ker  

and hence   is an isomorphism, that is 21 MM  , and so M2 is simple which is a contradiction. 

On the other hand, M has the CSP implies 2Im Mc  and hence 0Im  , so 0 , this is      

a contradiction.   □ 

 

Proposition 2.11. Let M1 be an R-module and let M2 be a closed simple R-module. If 21 MM   

has the CSP then either :  
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     (1) 0),( 21 MMHomR , or 

     (2) for all ),( 21 MMHomR , 0  implies   is an epimorphism.  

 

Proof. Assume that 0),( 21 MMHomR . Let ),( 21 MMHomR , 0 , then by cor. 1.9, 

Im  is closed in M2, but M2 is closed simple and 0  imply 2Im M  and hence   is an 

epimorphism.   □  

 

     Recall that an R-module M is a coquasi-Dedekind Module if, for any )(MEndf R , 

0f  implies  f  is an epimorphism [12].  

 

Proposition 2.12. Let M1 be an R-module and let M2 be a closed simple R-module such that  

0),( 21 MMHomR . If 21 MM   has the CSP then M2 is a coquasi-Dedekind Module.  

 

Proof. Assume that 0),( 21 MMHomR , so by prop 2.10 R-homomorphism 21: MM   and 

0  implies 2Im M . Suppose that M2 is not a coquasi-Dedekind Module, so there exists 

)(MEndR , 0   with 2Im M . But 221 Im)())(()Im( MMM    , 

so ),()0( 21 MMHomR  and 2)Im( M  , that is    not an epimorphism, this 

is a contradiction with prop. 2.11.   □   

 

Corollary 2.13. Let M  be a closed simple R-module and MMM *
. If 

*M has the CSP then 

M is a coquasi-Dedekind Module.   

 

Proof. Obviously.   □ 

 

Corollary 2.14. Let M  be a closed simple R-module and MMM *
. If 

*M has both the CIP      

and the CSP then )(MEndS R is a division ring.  

 

Proof. It follows by [6, cor. 2.25] and cor. 2.13.   □  

 

Proposition 2.15. Let iM  be a closed simple R-module, for .2,1i If 2M  is a projective and 

21 MM   has the CSP then either 0),( 21 MMHomR  or  21 MM  .  

 

Proof. By prop. 2.11. we have, either 0),( 21 MMHomR  or    is an isomorphism, for all 

),( 21 MMHomR and 0 . Since 2M  is projective then Ker  is a direct summand of 

1M  and hence 1MKer c . But 1M  is closed simple and 0 , then 0Ker , so   is a 

monomorphism and hence 21 MM  .   □    

 

     A ring R is called hereditary if every factor module of every injective module is also 

injective. Lam T.Y. in [13, Ex.10] giving the following result : 
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Proposition 2.16. A ring R is hereditary if and only if the sum of two injective submodules of 

any R-module is injective.  

 

     Valcan D. and Napoca C. in [2] presented theorem 2.11, we shall prove this theorem by 

another proof with equivalence third as following. 

 

Theorem 2.17. The following statements are equivalent for a ring R. 

   

(1) R is hereditary.  

(2) All injective R-modules have the SSP. 

(3) All injective R-modules have the CSP.  

 

Proof. )2()1(  , let M be an injective R-module. Assume that A and B are two direct 

summands of M, so by prop. 5.16, BA  is injective in M and hence MBA  .Thus M 

has the SSP.  

)1()2(  , let 21 , LL  be an injective submodules of an R-module M, then 21 , LL are direct 

summands of M. Thus, MKL  11  and MKL  12  for some 21, KK submodules of M, 

this is implies )()()( 11 MEKELE  , )()()( 22 MEKELE  . But 11)( LLE   and 

22 )( LLE  , this implies 21 , LL are direct summands of )(ME ,and hence by SSP on )(ME , 

we get )(21 MELL  , thus 21 LL   is an injective submodules of )(ME , this implies that 

21 LL  is an injective submodules of M. Therefore by above proposition R is hereditary. 

)3()2(  , it follows by cor. 1.12.   □ 

 

Proposition 2.18. Let M be a faithful and closed simple module over integral domain R. If 

MM  has the CSP then M is divisible.  

 

Proof. Let Rr  )0( , define R-homomorphism MM : by rmm )( , for all .Mm  

By cor. 1.9, rMIm is closed in M. Since M is faithful, then 0Im  rM  but M is 

closed simple, so MrM  Im and hence M is divisible.   □ 

 

Corollary 2.19. Let M be a torsion free and closed simple module over integral domain R. If 

MM  has the CSP then M is injective. 

 

Proof. It follows by above proposition and [3, prop 2.7].   □  

     We shall consider the following definition. 

 

Definition 2.20. Let M and N be an R-modules. M is called closed dual-Rickart relative to N 

(briefly c-d-Rickart) if, for any ),( NMHomR , NcIm . In specially , M is called c-d- 

Rickart if, for any )(MEndR , McIm .  

 

Theorem 2.21. Let M  be an R-module with CSP. If 21

* MMM   is closed submodule of 

M  then 1M  is c-d-Rickart relative to 2M .   
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Proof. Assume ),( 21 MMHomR . Let }:)({ 1MmmmW   , it is not hard to prove 

that W is a direct summand of *M , so W  is closed in *M and hence W  is a closed submodule 

of M. But MWMMM c 111 )(  implies .)( 1 MM c Since MMM  21)( , hence        

Im  is closed in 2M .   □   

 

Corollary 2.22. Let M  be an R-module. If MMM *   has the CSP then M is c-d-Rickart.  
 

Proof. Since *M has the CSP  and 
*MM c , so that M has the CSP. Since 

** MM c , thus by 

last theorem M is c-d-Rickart relative to M ; that is M is c-d-Rickart.   □  

 

     Before to introduce the following theorem, we need the following lemma.  

 

Lemma 2.23. Let M and N be an R-modules. Then M is c-d-Rickart relative to N  if and only if 

for all MM ' and for any NN ' , 'M  is c-d-Rickart relative to 'N .  

 

Proof. Suppose that M is c-d-Rickart relative to N. Let '': NM  be an R-homomorphism. 

Since TMM  ' for some MT  , we consider NNMMTM i '''   

then NMi c)(   implies NcIm , but 'Im N , thus 'Im Nc . Conversely, it 

is clear.   □ 

 

Theorem 2.24. Let IiiM }{ be a class of R-modules and N be an R-module. Then N  has the  

CSP implies i
Ii

M


 is c-d-Rickart relative to N if and only if iM  is c-d-Rickart relative to N, 

where I is a finite set.  

 

Proof. ) It follows directly by previous lemma. 

)  Suppose iM  is c-d-Rickart relative to N, for all )( finiteIi . Let ),( NMHom i
i

R

 ,    

Iii  }{ and 
iMi   , so 




Ii

i ImIm , I is finite. But Nc

i Im  and N has the CSP, 

thus Nc

Ii
i 



Im  and hence .Im Nc    □  

 

     Consider the following definition. 

 

Definition 2.25. An R-module M is said to have strongly closed sum property (briefly SCSP) 

if, the sum of any number of closed submodules of M is again closed in M.  

 

Proposition 2.26. Let R be an extending ring. Then the following statements are equivalent.  

 

(1) R is semisimple.  

(2) All R-modules has the SCSP. 

(3) All R-modules has the CSP. 

(4) All projective R-modules has the CSP. 
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Proof. It is obvious that, 1) implies 2) implies 3) implies 4). Assume that (4) holds. Let K be a 

submodule of RR . Choose a free R-module F and an epimorphism .: KF   Since RF   

is a projective R-module then by assumption RF   has the CSP. Consider the injection map 

RKi : and RFig  :  is R-homomorphism, so by cor. 1.9 R

c Rg Im , but gIm     

KFFii  )())(()Im(   , thus R

c RK   and hence by extendingly of R, RRK  .                                     

Therefore R is semisimple.   □   

 

 

Corollary 2.27. The following statements are equivalent for an extending ring R.  

 

(1) R is semisimple.  

(2) All R-modules has the SCSP. 

(3) All R-modules has the CSP. 

(4) All projective R-modules has the CSP. 

(5) All R-modules has the CIP. 

(6) All injective R-modules has the CIP. 

(7) All injective R-modules has the SIP. 

(8) All injective R-modules is semisimple.  

(9) All quasi-injective R-modules has the CIP. 

(10)  All quasi-injective R-modules has the SIP. 

(11)  All quasi-injective R-modules is semisimple. 

 

Proof. )4()3()2()1(  , it follows by above proposition. 

)6()5()1(  , it follows by [6, prop 2.6]. 

)11()9()8()6()1(  , it follows by [6, cor. 2.7]. 

)7()6(  and )10()9(  , it follows by [6, cor. 2.4].   □  

 

 

Proposition 2.28. Let M be an extending R-module, )(MEndS R . If S has the CSP then M 

has the CSP and the CIP. 

 

Proof. Since )(MEndS R has the CSP, so by prop. 1.8  S  has the SSP. Thus by [7 , Th 2.3] 

M has both the SSP and the SIP. But M is extending, thus by prop 1.11, M has the CSP and the 

CIP.   □ 

 

Corollary 2.29. Let M be an R-module and let )(MEndS R  has C1. If M  has both the SSP 

and the SIP then S has the CSP. 

 

Proof. By [7, Th.  2.3], )(MEndS R has the SSP, but S has C1, so by prop 1.11 S has the CSP. □            

                                                                                                   

     We finish this the paper by the following corollary. 
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Corollary 2.30. Let M be an R-module has D3 and let )(MEndS R  has C1. Then S  has the 

CSP if and only if  M  has the SSP. 
 

Proof. ) , it follows by some the way of proof of prop. 2.28.  

) , let M has the SSP. Since M has D3, then by [3, lemma 19] M has the SIP but )(MEndS R  

has C1, thus by above corollary the result is obtained.   □  
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